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Top Bottom. For the entire history of our customizable, affordable storage drawer systems for
overlanding and camping we have been challenged with long lead times. Out store is closed
now to enable ordering changes and building up stock. Sign up in our newsletter below or
follow our instagram to learn details as we get closer. The Reef system is designed to be
customized by you to match your needs, your vision, your vehicle. Shown at right are 2 Reef 40"
drawers stacked with our "High Tide" joiner, Universal Wing Kit cut for bottom hatch and top
loading, custom graphics printed on the drawer fronts as our "Treasure Map" service, and a
prototype fridge slide module coming Q2. Sleeping and Storage platform for 5th Gen 4runners shipping in March. Close menu. Log in Create account. Close cart. Store Closed For Upgrades
For the entire history of our customizable, affordable storage drawer systems for overlanding
and camping we have been challenged with long lead times. The Reef is Customizable The Reef
system is designed to be customized by you to match your needs, your vision, your vehicle.
Follow us on Instagram. The Beach NEW! Sign up to the newsletter below or follow in Instagram
for details on a group buy in February. Subscribe to our newsletter Sign up to receive
notification when we reopen, as well as new product announcements. Email address Subscribe.
I need in Search Sign in. Good morning! Can anyone recommend a good place to purchase
OME 2" kit for my 40? Iron pig off road won't get back to me on pricing. It says a lot about Kurt
and his team that so many people are recommending Cruiser Outfitters! I've been so up and
down about selling my land cruiser. One day I'm concidering it, the next I'm detailing it inside
and out and fall in love all over again! Anybody know where I can find cheaper parts for this
thing? I agree with ih8 mud. That's mandatory. Re: parts. If you're looking for Mr. T parts then
most dealer's online parts stores are waaaay cheaper than over the counter at the dealer. I
guessing you're not in America. If you are, then x2 on Cruiser Outfitters. If you're not, the
internet. We Cruiser Outfitters stock the LJ7 x suspension variants. Shipping to Pakistan might
be a but costly but we can absolutely do it. Hit us up at the shop, thanks! What's the best place
in the states to get front axles parts,'93 FZJ Great shop to deal with. Is there any landcruiser
specialist shops in salt lake city utah or ogden utah. Its been parked at my mechanics shop and
I've spent almost a grand on rental cars already. Does anyone know of a reliable parts dealer for
the 12 HT's? Any leads would be greatly appreciated! Or maybe Kurt over at Alright, I'm looking
replacement tail light covers for my 85 land cruiser. Salvage is mostly out, there's a couple
more in town that i have to check but no luck so far. Where are some good places to start
searching? There are major differences in quality of tail light lenses. At times they run low as it
is a hot item. I have nothing but good things to say about If I were buying that is probably what
I'd go with. Hi everyone, Any recommendations where I can buy parts online for my FJ Thanks
in advance. Com Cruiserparts. Hi everyone. Just bought an fj62 and discovered it needs a whole

new suspension. I figured I might as well do a lift now so are there any places to buy from in
Canada or the US? Check ih8 mud. Kurt at cruiseroutfitters. Great guy to do business with.
Located in SLC. All things Toyota, especially Landcruisers. Second Kurt Cruiser Outfitters, call
him with your needs, add-ons he will set you up. Call Kurt or Bryce at Cruiser Outfitters period.
Fair, honest and reliable. My '82 FJ60 has been in the shop as of late due to lack of power on my
2F engine. Place I took it said I needed to get machine work done on a couple cylinders and the
machine shop came back saying they're cracked. They've been looking for replacements but
haven't had much luck. They did find an entire engine with less miles than mine, however, I
really can't take that big of a hit. Anyone in the greater Salt Lake City area know of any leads for
2F parts? Thanks in advance! Call Kurt at Cruiser Outfitters! He's in Sandy and knows what's
up. He can help you find a good block and supply the engine kit. I highly recommend
ProMachine machine shop. They used to do all the warranty work for a few of the Toyota
dealers in town. Have a series with x75R Wanting to put new shocks on to increase comfort and
level out for towing. Any recommendations? Hit up Kurt and the guys at cruiseroutfitters. Hi I
recently bought a turbo diesel fj80 and I need brakes and suspencion if anyone can tell me
where to buy thank you. Almost anywhere. Most of the rotors available in the US are made in
China crap. I use Good products and reasonable prices. It works well and it is a good value.
Ironman and TJM also make 2. Check There are a lot of options. It depends on bumpers,
winches, roofracks, drawers, etc I think Kurt at Cruiser Outfitters still has his chart up with lift
amount and the amount of weight at each end. Just bought myself a hj60 with 2h motor. Need to
replace front crank seal. Should I replace anything else in there while I'm at it? Where's a good
place to buy parts for the old girl? We CruiserOutfitters. Submit Review. Please wait Reset your
password. Precetti Inc. It also outfits galleys, storage rooms and self-service bars. Offering a
complete turnkey design and outfitting service , Precetti manufactures and prefabricates a
range of products and systems at its factory, before installing them on vessels. The systems
can either be delivered in modular form or assembled on board. Precetti offers reliable
customer service, delivering quality projects on time and within the budget. This brings
traditional interior sample boards to a much higher level. It allows to physically experience the
finished product and facilitates any type of change and adjustment in the design, prior to
completion of the actual project. The Miami based office provides the industry with tools for a
proactive approach in achieving successful renovations and customer services. Based in Italy,
the partner of Precetti Inc. The company supplies a range of stainless steel products,
custom-made furniture, decorative materials, stainless bulkheads and deck heads for catering
areas. It manufactures panels and doors for provision stores, modular cabins and wet units in
B15, walls and ceilings. Since 10 years, Precetti Inc has manufactured and supplied walls,
ceilings, doors and the whole interior decoration for crew and passenger cabins. We are
therefore able to perform any kind of interior outfitting on board of cruise vessels with the
support of our own C. Our turn-key interior projects include prefabrication of fixed furniture,
complete bathroom units, as well as systems like HVAC, Hi-Fog, plumbing, electrical etc.
Precetti Inc also boasts great expertise in the area of catering system on turn-key basis, at
complete satisfaction of the Owner Architects, Shipyard Managers and USPH regulations. We
have the internal production capability of our partners companies to manufacture a wide range
of stainless steel custom made furniture for galleys, bars, buffet restaurant, cold stores and
pantries. The furniture can be outfitted with any kind of decoration and finishes to match the
customer aesthetic requirements. The company also offers a mock-up studio where custom
made furniture can be preassembled in order to facilitate changes and adjustments to the
design prior to shipment and installation on board, which can be carried out anywhere in the
world thanks to our team of expert and experienced technicians. Fully managed turnkey design
and outfitting service for cruise ships and mega yachts: public areas, catering areas and
accommodation areas. Being involved into 17 Major Refits, as well as contributing into several
smaller ones, Year has been very challenging for Precetti. We are proud to present you Precetti
Yearbook , a summary of our achievements and successful accomplishments. Toggle
navigation. Company Interiors and refitting services for cruise ships. Profile History Presence.
Excellence is always our standard Precetti Inc. Brochure Precetti Inc. A story made of quality
Since 10 years, Precetti Inc has manufactured and supplied walls, ceilings, doors and the whole
interior decoration for crew and passenger cabins. Global presence Fully managed turnkey
design and outfitting service for cruise ships and mega yachts: public areas, catering areas and
accommodation areas. Precetti is a full service contractor in marine refitting projects. It builds
and refits cabins and suites, wet spaces, public areas, indoor and outdoor restaurants, galleys,
storage rooms and self-service bars on board cruise ships and ferries. News Precetti Yearbook
Being involved into 17 Major Refits, as well as contributing into several smaller ones, Year has
been very challenging for Precetti. This website uses cookies to offer you a better browsing

experience. By continuing to browse the website you agree to our use of cookies. OK More
informations. We are having a great race, the Series is running strong outside a little
interference between a UCA and the bypass shock. Jump to. Sections of this page. Accessibility
Help. It was an honor to be part of the Rusty Nail family again this year! Cruiser Outfitters.
Reminiscing to long days of Cruiser spotting and parts exploring in Uyuni, Bolivia a couple
years back. Excited to get back there sooner than later! What do our customers have to say
about our Series and LX part-time conversion kit? It's so much smoother and lighter. No torque
steer, just smooth, straight acceleration. And it doesn't feel laden and heavy in tight parking
parking lot situations either. Totally worth it. Thanks guys!! How excited is cruiserkurt in a toy
shop full of Land Cruisers? Land Cruiser toughness will never cease to amaze me. Just when I
think I've seen the toughest of the tough A mobile concrete truck complete with thousands of
pounds of supplies. Many have asked and the answer is absolutely The weather might limit the
racing but so long as things stay reasonably dry it's on. Be sure to bring your favorite cars! A
quick look at the utahtoyotaoffroad Expo Snowbasin. Related Pages See All. Expedition
Overland. Wits' End. Equipt Expedition Outfitters. Valley Hybrids. Classic Cruisers. Land
Cruiser Nation. Expedition Utah. Cruiser Corps. ARB 4x4 Accessories. Elite Land Cruisers.
Cruiser Outfitters 2. Cruiser Outfitters 5. This business is unclaimed. Owners who claim this
profile can update information, boost SEO, and more. Call business This profile is powered by
Birdeye. Over 60, businesses use Birdeye everyday to get more reviews and manage all
customer feedback. Birdeye helps millions of local businesses to be found online with all their
reviews and accurate business information. Learn more about Birdeye. Get more reviews from
your customers with Birdeye. Dominate search results. Beat local competitors. Grow your
business. Easy, done. Cruiser Outfitters Own this business? Claim this business for free.
Closed now. Request appointment. Top Automotive in your area. Bims Racing Products Lc.
Wade Automotive Products. Lewis Bus Group. Corvette Recycling. Write a review. Reviews 71
Google Reviews Sort By: 5 results available. Roberto Pinon on Facebook. Kurt and his team are
the perfect example
p062b diagnostic code
toyota diagnostic trouble codes
dell 2335dn parts diagram
of customer service. They spend as much time as you need in going over any questions you
have. Toyota experts!!! Sean Jorgensen on Facebook. Awesome employees who know what
they are doing. The guys at Cruiser Outfitters are really helpful and kind. When you arrive for
your appointment or for your parts, you will be greeted with a smile. I definitely recommend
Cruiser Outfitters for you Toyota needs. Goldie Jdmtoyota on Facebook. Kurt was great in
helping me get parts I needed sorted out for my 80 series hdj81 land cruiser. Reviews not
showing up on Google? Here's what you can do. Anthony Owen on Facebook. Easy to deal with
and pricing was great. Great group of guys doing reliable work with reliable parts. Michael
Moody on Facebook. Easy to deal with, quick shipping. Greg Funk on Facebook. Great
customer service!! Parts on hand! My lift kit shipped the day I ordered it!!!! Paul Clark on
Facebook. Great prices, knowledge and overall great experience. Get more reviews. Get more
customers.

